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On the night of November 6, 1887, meetings and rallies were held in major cities of the Americas and Europe, with almost fifty separate gatherings in London alone, all condemning the murder conviction of eight anarchist workers in Chicago and calling for the governor of Illinois to halt their execution. As one of the first local tragedies with real-time global resonance, what we remember today as the Haymarket Affair illustrates the degree to which the foundations of our contemporary globality were already in place by the late nineteenth century. The newest technologies of mass printing, a vastly accelerated international post and, most critically, international telegraph lines, enabled an increasingly mobile class of educated elites to organize on behalf of causes that transcended national borders. These activists presented the conviction of the Haymarket anarchists, almost all of whom were immigrant workers, as a global injustice, as an affront to basic rights held by all members of an imagined international community. Mobilized by an inchoate vision of this larger democracy, these international activists engaged in an early version of "virtual politics," as their collective telegrams sent electronic impulses through a cable under the Atlantic Ocean, along the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad telegraph lines, and on to a paper delivered to the governor's desk.

Twenty-two years after the Haymarket Affair, some of the same activists who as young people had worked on the lost cause of the anarchists, were gathered in London to organize once again in the cause of global justice. At the biannual conference of the International Women's Suffrage Alliance, women and men from twenty-two countries denounced slavery, labor exploitation, economic inequality and other social ills as violations of human rights. As before, the activists were using the newest technologies to connect their far-flung network, technologies that now included motor cars, telephones,
box cameras, recorded sound, motion pictures, and the "wireless" telegraph, now able to transmit electronic data through the air. By 1909, the concerns of these global activists reached far beyond immigrant workers in Chicago to include slaves in China, abused workers in India, and the impoverished victims of market forces all over the world. Once again, the activists phrased their demands in democratic terms with a nascent global republic in mind. This new international community would be the first truly democratic society, the activists argued, with both women and men enfranchised and with equal representation for all the world's "nations," a term often interchanged with "races," and one meant to embrace all national groups, including those subject to imperial rule. "We have been baptized in that spirit of the Twentieth Century which the world calls Internationalism," proclaimed Carrie Chapman Catt, the president of the IWSA. Inspired by this new, cosmopolitan ethic, the women's movement for democratic representation and equal justice would replace "the sordid struggle of each nation" with a federated order governed by international law.\(^2\)

These two examples of international activism provide temporal markers for an era increasingly described by historians as the first stage of contemporary globalization: the three to four decades before the First World War when revolutions in energy, communication, and transportation vastly accelerated the global movement of people, products, and capital.\(^3\) Not only did this period build key technological and economic foundations for our present condition of globality; it was also marked by challenges to the liberal constitution within Western states and to the imperial order globally, a widespread and still resonant questioning of the adequacy of the nation-state to meet the needs and respect the rights of a newly cognizant global community. While we can trace many of the conditions of modern globality to this prewar era, the historical profession faces real challenges in analyzing global history generally. History in its modern academic form developed in tandem with the rise of the nation-state.\(^4\) The profession is structured, by its terms, categories, and what counts for evidence, to tell a story with the nation as the basic referent. If the discipline is to meet the challenge of providing a history relevant to our global present, it must develop new vocabulary, methods, and theoretical models.

In response to this challenge, a rich and growing body of historical literature has emerged that seeks to recast the past outside of the national frame. Transnational history, as it is most often called, focuses on fluid and transient networks of ideas, individuals, and images, even or especially when they cross or contradict the institutions and labels that traditionally structure political history.\(^5\) Rather than tracking a linear trajectory, transnational histories engage in what Benedict Anderson calls "political astronomy," an attention to global circuitries that light up intermittently in unexpected places and that
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illuminate alternative readings of familiar stories. Such histories take seriously what appear to us to be contradictory allegiances held by historical figures. Recognizing that people are prompted to political action by affective as well as rational signals, transnational histories acknowledge the complex cultural matrices within which political identity is formed, and they resist the tendency to see historical figures and their political alliances as fixed or internally consistent. In this chapter, I will suggest some "gravitational fields," in Anderson's sense, where overlapping ideals, images, and practices offer new ways of seeing the demands for democratic rights and self-rule that swept the world in the prewar period. While the new transnational histories have begun producing a global radical past by examining many of these prewar challenges to the established state, these accounts neglect the largest transnational movement of the period, the uprising of women in support of a vast and multifarious set of demands, including the right to vote. By focusing on overlapping icons and ideals, rather than national groups and organized movements, we can recognize connections between the anticolonial and civil rights activism of the period and that of the women's suffrage movement, the one moment in modern history when women as women, that is, as part of a distinctly gendered political alliance, physically confronted the state and forced it to use violence against them. This extraordinary moment not only challenged governments simultaneously around the globe, but also introduced technologies and strategies of mass politics still employed in radical activism—including the political prisoner's hunger strike. In return, its activists faced new, internationally coordinated state responses of surveillance, violence, and provocation that persisted long after the Great War brought the movement to an end.

To be clear, I do not argue that anticolonial, civil rights, and women's movement activists were formally allied and pursuing a common set of aims. Indeed, while these activists periodically coalesced around shared ideals and icons, these moments of collective identity tended to fragment into various and often contradictory prescriptions for change in the actual practice of politics. I do argue that the women's movement in this period, partly because of the size and power of its Western-led campaigns, was particularly generative of these "gravitational fields" or transitory moments of alliance, and that its militant struggle for democratic inclusion reinforced and invigorated the democratic claims of other activists.

Four gravitational fields that illuminate women's key position in this loose web of prewar activism can be detected in the discourse of the period. The first is the ideal of a stateless community, both as an ideological goal and as a kind of political practice. Like other prewar radical movements—arguably, like all modern democratic revolutions—the women's movement was driven by a vision of community that claimed to reconcile individual freedom
with social order and equality. From the beginning of the age of modern
democratic revolutions, women's pursuit of this elusive goal was historically
marked by a deep distrust of the state and an unwillingness to accept its claim
to represent the "community." As anarchist socialists in the late nineteenth
century, as "internationalists" in the prewar years, and as neoreligious revi-
vals calling for a universal faith, women radicals were some of the fiercest
denouncers of the expanding imperial state. Their antistate rhetoric and imag-
ery roiled the early global airwaves and intensified the antistate discourse of
the parallel anticolonial networks.

Second, women's claim to be equal members of the new global community
corresponded and resonated broadly with the claims for inclusion of "non-
white" activists in this period.\(^8\) Every "community" is metonymic, that is,
less than the whole it claims to be, and the border-drawing required of defined
communities historically requires exclusion, a setting apart and rejection of
groups whose "difference" gives the illusion of identity to the community.\(^9\) In
their efforts to be included within the always-shifting boundaries of an emerg-
ing imagined global democracy, women and other "others" experimented
with new forms of identity, often in a vocabulary extolling the eugenic pos-
sibilities of racial vitality, New Women, and a revolutionized family. One of
the most intriguing aspects of the transnational networks of this period was
the degree to which sexual and racial categories were questioned and crossed,
setting in motion unpredictable relations of cultural and imperial power.

Third, the tactics and political practices of the women's movement and
those of non-Western radicals overlapped and periodically galvanized each
other. The strategies of party politics and cooperation with the state yielded
few successes to disenfranchised and excluded women. In contrast, the poli-
tics of daily living and small group networks were available and effective,
resulting in a robust tradition of alternative politics that intersected with the
strategies of non-Western activists. Consonant with anarchist strategic tradi-
tions, women and other groups excluded from the imperial state engaged in
new habits of consumption, passive resistance, and the politics of spectacle or
"propaganda by the deed," and faced internationally coordinated state repres-
sion as a consequence.

Finally, the global attraction to the ideal of international law offers another
gravitational field that intermittently united and reinforced these radical move-
ments. The prewar women's movement devoted enormous efforts and resources
to the construction of an international legal regime. Though concealed in the
international conventions and organizations of the period, where the representa-
tives of the party-states were always men, they supported these endeavors
with labor, ideas, and money. Furthermore, in their own political, religious, and
humanitarian international organizations, they developed structures and strate-
gies still employed by international nongovernmental organizations.
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THE IDEAL OF THE FREE AND MORAL COMMUNE

One of the key organizers of the international campaign in support of the Haymarket immigrants was Charlotte Wilson, a middle-class Englishwoman who collaborated with the exiled anarchist philosopher Peter Kropotkin in publishing the anarchist journal *Freedom*, and who provided funds and contacts for the many political refugees who flocked to London from around the world.¹⁰ Her ideal of global democracy was expressed as "anarchist socialism," a dream of both individual freedom—"anarchism"—and social order and equality—"socialism." Her anarchist ideal of the good society was shared by many in the socialist revival of the 1880s, especially women socialists, who had good reason to distrust the strategy of forming socialist parties and electing laboring men to the state. To adopt the strategy of party politics would be to place the future of socialism in a governmental system that women could not enter and that enforced their subordinate status through a myriad of laws. In place of what some socialist women called "the Masculine State," they called for a commune marked by social and sexual equality, one that would link with other communes in a stateless federation.¹¹ While state socialists increasingly structured their propaganda to appeal directly to the voting male and his organized trade unions, the anarchists addressed the disenfranchised, an audience that always included women but that also embraced an increasingly transnational pool of immigrants, political refugees, and the very poor.

By the turn of the century, Wilson and most other Western socialists no longer called themselves anarchists, a term that by then had become synonymous with "terrorism." They still considered themselves socialists, however, as they continued to pursue the ideal of a free commune as members of the women's suffrage movement.¹² By the prewar years, this free commune was increasingly imagined as a global one, and "the spirit of internationalism" was used to describe the ethical basis for this new social order. Prewar suffrage journals were full of antistate rhetoric and hopeful pictures of a new form of international governance once women ruled equally with men. A rejection of the existing nation-state was implicit, as suffragists hailed the women's movement as the first truly transnational cause, composed of the women of the world who had full political rights in no nation.¹³ While the name "anarchism" no longer signaled the ideal of a free commune in the West by 1914, the term continued to evoke revolutionary responses in the socialist, anticolonial, and women's movements of Japan, China, Mexico, and Cuba, where the works of Kropotkin and Tolstoy, often translated by Western women, were widely admired.

The journey Wilson and others made from anarchist socialism to international suffragism forms an important thread in the loose fabric of prewar radicalism. The traditional histories of socialism sever the tie between
suffragists and socialists and replace it with two opposed movements structured around national aims. As intellectual traditions and political movements, however, socialism and what is now called feminism are inextricable. Both flow inexorably from the Western democratic ideal that rejects all authority not based on consent and that imagines an egalitarian social order composed of free individuals. The transnational lens helps restore this substantive link between the histories of socialism and suffragism and makes visible other connections obscured by the national frame.

Another such newly visible strand in the prewar transnational imaginary was the substantive consistency between the anarchist ideal of community and the picture of a moral society promoted by many Christian and neoreligious activists. Many Victorian/Edwardian activists who never called themselves anarchists or socialists practiced a religiously driven politics shaped by the same ideal of individual liberation and social equality that all democratic radicals shared. The good society they pictured transcended the nation-state, and the programs they pursued were often in conflict with actual state practice. While the aims and interests of these religious activists often conflicted with those of anarchist activists, their common antistate discourse resonated and could support the perception of a larger global accord.

This ideal was most audible when expressed in terms of a Christian mission, and women were the ones most often broadcasting this global message in the prewar years. Spiritually driven women were building schools, hospitals, and settlement houses in the immigrant zones of the Western metropolis and all over China, India, Africa, and Latin America. The world’s largest nongovernmental international organization in the prewar era was the Women’s Christian Temperance Union. Through literature and programs that circled the globe, it threw its mighty weight behind the cause of women’s suffrage while simultaneously battering the imperial state for its complicity with the liquor, tobacco, and other drug industries. While Biblical references and Christian motifs strongly mark the suffrage archive, there simultaneously exists a shamming of the practice of Christianity, especially its legacy in the non-Western world. Christian armies, manufacturers, and politicians are compared unfavorably with the “heathen” (invariably set in quotation marks) women and children they employed and enslaved. The descriptions of Jesus as a revolutionary and his followers as members of a community that transcended the state could resonate with other martyrs and critics of the state, even as the concrete political agenda of these groups pointed in different directions.

Not only were women of the world inherently international, the suffragists claimed, but they were also “interconfessional,” that is, aware of the global diversity of faith and united by a spirituality beyond any one organized religion. The suffragist interconfessional spirit supported a wave of new blended faiths, from Theosophy and Baha’i to the neo-Hinduism of
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Swami Vivekananda and Aurobindo Ghose. Neo-Hindu spiritual explorations circulated among socialists, suffragists, and anticolonial intellectuals in the drawing rooms and lecture halls of London, New York, Alexandria, Tokyo, and other transnational crossroads. The women’s movement activist Adelaide Manning provided a setting for such cross-cultural encounters in her North London home, which also served as the headquarters of the National Indian Association and as a well-known haven for colonial subjects studying medicine or preparing for the Indian Civil Service exam. Henrietta Müller, an antistate socialist, tax resistor, and suffragist activist, spent years in India lecturing on Theosophy, mostly to audiences of secluded women, and edited and publicized the works of Swami Vivekananda. With travel greatly accelerated by the Suez Canal, middle-class Americans and Europeans could affordably travel back and forth to Asia on treks that combined personal pilgrimages with cultural and political networking. The socialist and suffragist Edward Carpenter traveled the Indian subcontinent in the 1890s, as did the French anarchist Alexandra David-Néel, who went on to work in Hanoi and Japan. North Americans Josephine MacLeod and Sara Chapman Bull meditated in the Himalayas, and then provided critical financial and organizational support for the Ramakrishna Mission, including funds to start the Bengali nationalist magazine Ubdhoden. A leading socialist and women’s rights advocate in the 1880s, Annie Besant left England at the end of the century and traveled the world preaching Theosophy, Irish Home Rule, and women’s rights, before assuming the presidency of the Indian National Congress in 1916. After a period in London where she was part of the socialist anarchist network, Irish-born Margaret Noble traveled to Calcutta in 1898, took the vow of brahmacharya (including celibacy) and, rechristened as Sister Nivedita, spent the rest of her life in India building girls’ schools and supporting the Indian nationalist movement.

Although the activists’ particular pictures of the ideal community inevitably varied and were sometimes inconsistent, the abstract commitment to the good society and a new, universal faith intermittently linked a wide range of prewar activists. In spite of their traditional separate categorization as suffragists, missionaries, socialists, or anticolonialists, and even from their distinct, seemingly opposed positions on the Western imperial grid of racial and sexual difference, these seekers of political justice and a higher faith were operating within a common field of emerging global communication.

SEXUAL AND RACIAL DIFFERENCE

The next important task for a transnational history of prewar radicalism is to recognize the common morphology and history of women’s politics and the
liberation movements of other biologically imagined excluded groups. As with socialism and feminism, abolitionist and anticolonial ideologies drew much of their sustenance from the Western ideal of an individualism that naturally produces an egalitarian social order. The contours of this abstract individual were most often drawn in contrast to groups whose members were not part of this ideal order, a depiction that historically excluded groups based on sex and race. In their claims for inclusion, women and nonwhites engaged in overlapping descriptions of themselves as human individuals capable of exercising democratic freedom. Most clearly in the history of the American abolitionist and civil rights movements, but visible in other examples of democratic radicalism as well, the campaigns of women and nonwhites merged at key points, both strategically and in terms of theoretical justification. In spite of their common ideological and political lineage, the campaigns for the democratic inclusion of women are traditionally treated separately from those of African Americans or colonized peoples. These separate, nation-based histories diverge most widely in the prewar years. As "imperial feminists," Western women agitating globally for political equality in this period are treated separately in accounts that often highlight their roles in transmitting racist Western culture.

Yet, racist Western culture was being transmitted in all directions and by all groups whose subjectivities were constructed in a cultural field resonating with dominant Western tones, including Western-educated colonial elites and first-generation freedmen in American higher education. Like many middle-class women in the West, these men (and sometimes women) were beneficiaries of the late nineteenth-century expansion in university education. W.E.B. Du Bois at Harvard, Qasim Amin at University of Montpelier, Mohandas Gandhi at University College, Charlotte Wilson at Cambridge—these and others were part of the first generation of their particular excluded group to receive higher education. Many of these intellectuals had received their precollegiate education from Western Christian women, whether in mission schools in China, freedmen academies in America, or secondary girls' schools in England. All had been taught the ideals of democratic theory and the truths of Victorian science, including the biological evolution of human races and the eugenic imperatives of sexual reproduction. Indeed, it was their acquired fluency in the vocabulary of Western science and philosophy that often distinguished these educated women and "coloreds" from their respective excluded groups and that led them to leadership roles in radical politics. They used science to make their case for inclusion, and argued in structurally similar terms that women and nonwhites were essential members of a new, eugenically sound world order.

While racial and sexual differences were established facts in Western knowledge, the social meaning of these facts was debated broadly,
especially among the globe-trotting suffragist, neoreligious, anarchist, anticolonial, and civil rights activists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For some, eugenics required the separation of races so that each could perfect and purify its particular traits. For others, eugenics required a healthy admixture of multiple races so as to avoid the cultural and biological sterility that develops with too much inbreeding. The majority of belle époque intellectuals employed both eugenic principles, depending upon the audience and the definition of “race” they were using, as they tried to describe an ideal that would include their own imagined biological group as part of a free and just communal order. Most often these activists transposed racial difference into the Western binary formula as a key component of the interacting cultural diversity that naturally produces a rich and robust communal order. In this key, racially defined cultural differences must be preserved and protected, as Du Bois argued in The Souls of Black Folk, and as the German immigrant anthropologist Franz Boas taught in the new field of cultural anthropology. By 1910, this interpretation had taken political form in the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, organized by Du Bois and supported by Boas and a core group of suffragists, social workers, and educators. Nannie Burroughs, the Baptist daughter of slaves and advocate for the rights of domestic servants, saw women’s suffrage as key to this project of protecting the integrity of racial variety. In the NAACP journal The Crisis, she argued that “the Negro woman is white woman’s as well as the white race’s most needed ally in preserving an unmixed race.”23 A variation on this positive reading of racial difference was sounded frequently among anarchist theorists, such as the French geographer Élisée Reclus. Like everyone else, he spoke in the language of racial science, but he made an evolutionary argument for “racial fusion,” an intercoupling of peoples that would strengthen rather than weaken the human stock. The reproductive union of “East and West,” Reclus argued, was the key to moral and biological progress, a reading that perhaps appealed at some level to Burroughs, Du Bois, and the other African American leaders who benefitted socially from the lighter skin that their “mulatto” lineage produced.24

Biological arguments on behalf of women’s inclusion were equally indeterminate, with some activists promoting equal but differentiated sexual identities as essential to the democratic order, while others described a merger of male and female attributes into a new human type for the new, international twentieth century. The slogan “the Woman Question,” in various translations, may be the most often repeated phrase in the journalism of prewar transnational radicalism. Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Persian, Turkish, and Egyptian intellectual revolutionaries placed a challenge to established sexual practices at the heart of their politics, even
as their actual prescriptions for a transformed family life often differed dramatically from those advanced by the Western women’s movement. More consonant was the transnational call for eugenic sexual relations. The Chinese nationalist Kang Youwei sounds much like the Swedish suffragist Ellen Key in his conviction that the free society of the future must include the best reproductive practices. The “New Woman” was a transnational icon whose substantive identity alternated between ideals of sexual purity and visions of a new, more highly evolved amalgamated sexual being. While the eugenicist Karl Pearson and the feminist Olive Schreiner disagreed about the best form of the future socialist family, they agreed that the issue was central to radical democratic politics, as did the Egyptian nationalist Qasim Amin, the Filipino revolutionary Jose Rizal, and the Japanese anarchist Qiu Jin. Edward Carpenter’s widely read depictions of the “intermediate sex,” and his critique of state-enforced heterosexuality, explicitly tied an ideal of sexual fusion to the radical, antistate project: “Confessed passionate lovers of your own sex, Arise!... Government and Laws and police then fall into their places—the earth gives her own Laws.” Similarly ecstatic pictures of a new, transcendent sexual being, most often an empowered mother or New Woman, appear throughout the literature of the suffragist movement.

Whether depicted as harmoniously interacting or as fruitfully merging, racial and sexual difference was a transnational assumption, articulated no more often by Western feminists than by their contemporaries in anticolonial and socialist causes. Again, this is not an argument for a coherent, self-aware collaboration in the sense of standard histories of nationalist movements, nor is it a claim that Western suffragists were free of racist assumptions. They could not possibly be, just as they and their non-Western contemporaries could not be free of assumptions about sexual and other assumed biological hierarchies. It is a claim that the points of allied discursive contact between these groups matter more for transnational history than the assertions of racial or sexual superiority that all of these activists employed at some point. After all, Gandhi’s nationalism straight through the Great War was framed by his claim of rights as a subject of the British Empire, with a racial identity distinct from (and superior to) that of the native South Africans with whom he lived. Much of the information Western suffragists learned about the “primitive” practices of East and South Asian peasants came directly from the orientalist lectures and literature of East and South Asian university-educated elites. These and other anomalies in the nationalist narrative allow us to see the history of prewar radicalism in unfamiliar ways. Only then can we explore the implications of understanding the NAACP as a “feminist” organization, or Bengali militancy as a campaign supported by neoreligious Western suffragists.
NEW LIFE POLITICS AND PROPAGANDA BY THE DEED

Women and colonial subjects alike were blocked from participation in the late imperial state. This was also the practical reality for most African Americans, in spite of the formal enfranchisement of black men after the Civil War. The option of pursuing change through party-based electoral politics, therefore, was not a winning strategy, as the long history of the women’s suffrage movement in both Britain and the United States clearly showed. As outlined above, the understandable appeal of anarchist and other forms of antistate ideologies to all these excluded groups was a major node of transnational intersection.

One alternative to party politics was to engage in what was often called the “New Life.” Like the stateless vision of the future, the emotional appeal of “simplification” and “free fellowship” and “rational dress” and other new habits of living reverberated broadly, and even appealed to many in the electoral politics camp. A romantic, antimodernist theme has always coursed alongside the rationalist optimism of the Western political ideal, and the opening it provided to a politics of personal life helped sustain the critique of sexual hierarchy. Unions without marriage, marriages without sex, communal living, and same-sex partnerships were part of the politics of both the socialist and the women’s movement. Edward Carpenter’s celebration of intersexed erotics, the fiercely egalitarian Christian Quaker couples, the insistence that married women keep and use their names—all these practices tapped into the revolutionary current that placed the origin of democratic politics in a transformed and nonhierarchical home. As with the antistate sentiment, this rejection of bourgeois sexual relations could evoke an affective response in ways that electoral propaganda could not, especially from the university-educated women and men who claimed that freedom in love would be both liberating and eugenically sound.

For many, the New Life called for a rejection of bourgeois consumption as well as bourgeois marriage. For them, political practice started not at the polling booth but by the daily nurturing of a “simplified” culture of desire. This mode of political action might involve vegetarianism, a renewal of handicraft, loose-fitted clothing and open shoes, or any other alternate form of consumption that supported their program of a radically decentralized economy based on a federation of self-sufficient producers. Socialists invented models of this antimodern system in the histories of medieval England, the Russian mir, the Iroquois confederacy, or the traditional Bengali village. Significantly, the traffic in these utopian blueprints was thoroughly transnational, with cultural transmission often rebounding in unexpected directions, as anthropologists, geographers, and social workers lectured about alternative economies at socialist and suffragist international conferences, and their writings circulated
from London to Calcutta to Tokyo. The best known, but hardly the only example of this transnational exchange is provided by Mohandas Gandhi, who moved in Fabian socialist circles during his London years, first read the Bhagavad-Gita there in its orientalist English version, and was reintroduced to vegetarianism by Henry Salt, a sandal-wearing anarchist socialist in a companionate (sexless) marriage. Gandhi's manifesto against imperialism and industrialism, *Hind Swaraj*, is reminiscent of passages from William Morris's anarchist utopia *News From Nowhere*, and it pays tribute in the text to Edward Carpenter, the anarchist critic of heterosexuality and member of the suffragist Women's Freedom League, for his analysis of "civilization" as a "disease."²⁹

Especially for women, the New Life offered a form of visual politics, as their decision to reject restrictive bourgeois attire allowed them to engage in politics through their appearance alone. While deriving independently and from different cultural conflicts, the decisions by radical women in Egypt to forego the veil, by Chinese activists to combat foot and breast binding, and by Western women to reject corsets and hats, could be imagined to be part of a global rejection of sexual oppression, as these examples circulated in the international suffrage press. Here, too, the transnational politics of the Women's Christian Temperance Union exposes an unexpected seam of common discourse between women, anticolonialists, and other prewar activists. Understanding "temperance" to mean subjugation of the pleasure and power-seeking self in deference to the needs of the greater godly commonweal, the nonsectarian WCTU by the prewar period had expanded its attack on the liquor industry to include attacks on British imperial policy in India, Ireland, and South Africa, condemnation of Ottoman violence in Armenia, and support for child welfare and industrial safety. With its activists circling the globe, both physically and virtually, the WCTU spread slogans and icons that were compatible with practices and critiques of non-Western activists, especially in pan-Islamic and South Asian movements.³⁰ As a cause identified with temperance, as well as vegetarianism, Theosophy, and Baha'i, the suffrage movement was central to this circuitry, reinforcing the impression of an international spirit in common cause.

Corresponding idioms and visual cues were circulating in the journals, literature, conferences, and demonstrations of those prewar activists whose primary political strategy was propaganda, since constitutional access to state power was closed to them. The slave; the political prisoner; the victim of drunken violence and of rape; the lost preindustrial commune and its craft traditions; the new human, an often celibate body that transcended sex—these symbols roved globally, inevitably filled with distinct, often conflicting meaning for those who produced and consumed them, but cumulatively conveying a sense that an international movement was underway. Perhaps
the image most often reproduced in this early electronic traffic was the icon of the Mother. The shrewdest card the suffragists could play in a political game ruled by boys was to draw upon the power of the Mother, the stern but loving first voice of justice. At the same time, the Mother was clearly an emotionally powerful and unifying symbol within the suffrage movement itself, including or even especially for the many childless women who led it. She was the marker for an imagined community of universally enfranchised individuals, the Marianne of the movement, and like all such revolutionary symbols, indeterminate enough to cloak real political differences. In the equally indeterminate image of Mother India, nationalists projected a similar postcolonial fusion of freedom and social order; it’s no wonder that both groups could imagine they shared the same dream. As Josephine MacLeod explained, the “fundamental difference between the Indian and our Western civilizations” was that “Indian civilization is based upon motherhood, and our civilization is based upon wifehood.” For MacLeod and many others, the goal of the women’s movement was not to join men as citizens in the existing state but to abolish Western civilization, defined as the meat-eating, profit-seeking, industrial “disease” that Morris, Carpenter, and Gandhi despised. From Emma Goldman’s anarchist journal Mother Earth, to the “Mütterlichkeit” social policies of German feminists, to the Sree Maa (Holy Mother) of Ramakrishna, to the “Mothers of Citizens” maxim among anti-Qing radicals, the transnational talisman for justice in the new century was the Mother.

The book that helped globalize an alternate, also symbolically powerful image of Mother, one in which her mighty wrath lays low the wicked, was written in 1900 by the Irish anarchist turned Indian cultural nationalist, Sister Nivedita. Kali, the Mother offered to the English-reading world a muscular maternal hero whose righteous sword cleared a path for militant nationalists to follow. Her symbolic sanction to the use of force prefigured Joan of Arc in suffrage iconography a few years later, as well as the Baha’i martyr Tahrih, and the ancient Chinese warrior Mulan, all of whom circulated as sword-wielding icons for a wide range of militant activity in the prewar era. There exists a clear tactical, theoretical, and discursive correspondence between suffrage militancy and the simultaneous wave of imperial insurrection that rumbled through the world in the years before the Great War. 1905, for example, marks both the commencement of the militant Swadeshi campaign and the civil disobedience tactics and imprisonment of British suffragists. The Iranian constitutional revolution and the Natal uprising, both in 1906, the execution of the anti-Qing and anarchist feminist Qiu Jin the following year, and the revolutions in Turkey (1908), Mexico (1910), and China (1911), all transverse the networks outlined here, as do the militant prewar activities of Irish and Egyptian nationalists and Japanese anarchist feminists. Rather than tracing a linear causal link running in any one territorial direction, the
transnational militant circuitry of the prewar period lit up in an intermittent fashion but with a visible uniformity in ideals and imagery. The anarchist tacit of “propaganda by the deed” was first employed under new terms by the prewar suffragists, most of whom, like Charlotte Wilson, no longer called themselves “anarchists,” and appeared erratically thereafter in multiple settings. Passive resistance, symbolic property destruction, street theater, and other spectacles were skillfully employed, as the militant suffragists manipulated the state and the media to broadcast their message globally. They staged a new version of the old Western liberation story, with women cast as revolutionary “outlaws” whose open defiance of man-made law forced the imperial state to reveal the violence underlying the liberal consensual façade. Their tactics, especially the hunger strike, which the British suffragists originated in its contemporary political form, had a profound impact on Gandhi, who was in London campaigning for the rights of South Africa’s Indian population at the same time that suffragists were being forcibly fed in Holloway Prison. Gandhi admired the suffragists “for the simple reason,” as he put it, “that deeds are better than words.” The militant suffragist Christabel Pankhurst was an acknowledged hero to the Indian nationalist Bhikaiji Cama, who was often in London during the height of suffrage militancy. In support of the world-wide democratic revolt, Cama traveled to Cairo in 1910 where she encouraged Egyptian nationalists to accept women in their ranks: “I see here the representatives of only half the population of Egypt. May I ask where is the other half? Sons of Egypt, where are the daughters of Egypt?”

Describing women and anticolonials as “subject peoples” allied in a common cause, suffragists drew a clear connection between women’s “just war” against “sovereign masculinity” and the transnational revolt against the imperial state going on at the same time. The nationalist activities of Egyptian, Persian, Philippine, and Javan women were followed in the suffrage press and expressly compared to women’s experience in Western revolutionary history. After her 1913 “Suffrage World Tour,” Carrie Chapman Catt drew the attention of international suffragists gathered in Budapest to the global pattern in which women are mobilized for revolution and then denied citizenship in victory, with women’s militant participation in the 1911 Chinese Revolution offered as the most recent example. In spite of women’s sacrifices, including the thousands who lost their lives, the post-revolutionary National Convention held at Nanking claimed to hold, according to Chapman Catt, a “theoretical belief in woman suffrage,” but then determined “that the women were not yet ready,” proving once again that “in some things the East is a faithful follower of Western example.”

Certainly the British imperial state made a link between the insurrection of women and that of colonial subjects, and it devised prewar containment strategies that addressed both forms of what it called “terrorism.” In 1912, Scotland
Yard bought an 11-inch Ross Telecentric lens and secretly trained it on the movements of suffrage activists in what was possibly the world's first state surveillance photography. In another first, frustrated officials at Holloway Prison manipulated, or as we would say today, "photo-shopped," images of suffrage prisoners to hide the police chokeholds and weaponry used to subdue...
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them. Some of these same technologies and secret intelligence tactics, including the use of agents provocateurs, were employed against Indian nationalists before the War and against a wide range of "subversives" after the Bolshevik Revolution. In expanding the surveillance capabilities of Scotland Yard to address the uprisings at home and in the colonies, and in practicing its own form of internationalism through police collaboration with other Western nations, the British were continuing a project commenced in the 1880s in response to the perceived threat from anarchist immigrants. Indeed, there is a striking continuity between Victorian state and media depictions of anarchist "dynamitards" and the prewar depiction of suffragists, who are explicitly described as "anarchistic" and whose behavior is often ascribed to the same criminal bio-pathology as the racialized immigrant anarchists.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY: THE LAST UTOPIA

Carrie Chapman Catt’s invocation of the “spirit of internationalism” in 1909 on behalf of women’s suffrage was echoed in countless conferences and expositions, as the growth of international organizations and conventions accelerated in the years before the Great War. This period reveals a torrent of ideas and efforts devoted to human rights and international law, and much of this utopian storm gathered its strength from the women’s movement. Many of its members began to see the body of public international law developing at this time as a first step in the construction of the emancipated global community they imagined. These hopes, like the political ideals of socialists, anticolonials, and other radicals, reproduced and transposed to the international level the fundamental Western claim that the pursuit of freedom by rational individuals would naturally produce collective order and equality. Suffragists renamed rather than resolved the basic Western tension between liberty and order, with the place of the rational individual taken by the fully democratic state of the future. Fundamentally transformed by the empowerment of women, workers, and all the “races” of the world, the suffragists claimed, states of the future would govern themselves under international law, and war would exist no more. As suggested in the previous sections, it was the indeterminacy of this ideal “self as sovereign” that provided a lubricant throughout Western revolutionary history and allowed discordant groups to ally in opposition to the existing state in the name of a future state (or nation, commune, federation, and so on), whose institutional form would take shape upon victory. For women of the world, full citizens of no nation, the moment of final suffrage victory, like the moment of Christian rapture or the workers’ revolution, would ecstatically transfigure the world of nation states into their imagined international community, a nonauthoritarian fusion of free,
interacting cultures attracted to one another by their racial and erotic differences and governed by the consensus and affection such interaction produces.

Prewar theorists of international law such as Leonard Hobhouse, Helena Swanwick, and Leonard Woolf, all of whom were socialists and active supporters of women's suffrage, posited a counter-narrative to the Social Darwinian theory of international relations and offered instead an evolutionary model based on mutual aid. While these legal theorists stayed within the Western binary tradition that promised both individual (or sovereign) freedom and social (or international) order, they shifted the dominant impulse in evolutionary progress from competition to cooperation. In this respect and others, their assumptions overlapped with those of anarchist theorists, such as Kropotkin, Reclus and Wilson, who saw centralized authority and an imperial state as impediments to, rather than facilitators of, healthy international relations. Reciprocity and cooperation for mutual benefit were to be found in the historical record as often as selfish scrambles for individual advantage, these legal theorists and anarchist social scientists argued. Furthermore, those cultures that practiced voluntary mutual aid were the ones that endured, while centralized, rule-bound societies all came to the same, bloody end. Historical evidence of mutual aid was provided by Kropotkin's study of Siberian tribes, by Reclus's geographical research, and by examples of nongovernmental organizations like the new International Association of the Red Cross. This evidence showed, they argued, that people respond best to challenges when the state stays out of the way and leaves them free to apply their own local knowledge and to exercise their natural cooperative tendencies, a response that the dead hand of government tended to stifle.

The homology between anarchist and international legal theory is not surprising. After all, both schools had the burden of proving that freedom and order can co-exist without an over-arching sovereign force. Activists in the women's movement made persuasive contributions to the case by offering as evidence their own experiences with children. As educators in experimental schools all over the globe, women showed that one needn't search the Siberian steppes for proof that humans have a capacity for voluntary cooperation; they could see it daily in the interaction of children. Not only are young children naturally drawn to socially useful activities, they have a thirst for knowledge that compulsory education tends to destroy. 37

Similarly, the experiences of Western women in humanitarian relief efforts—the kind of work that is undertaken today by UN agencies and NGOs—provided further support for the theorists of mutual aid, whether anarchists or international legal theorists. Philanthropic and religious activists all over the globe gave evidence for a localized and spontaneous civility in response to disaster. From Calcutta, Sister Nivedita wrote to her former comrades in the British socialist and women's press asking for money and
extolling the voluntarism she witnessed in the series of plague and cholera epidemics that struck India in the late 1890s. From Bombay, where she was the senior medical officer of the Cama Hospital for Women and Children, Edith Pechey made similar fund-raising appeals to her colleagues in the West, while simultaneously lambasting the colonial administration's incompetent and obstructive response to the crisis. Pechey returned from India to Britain in 1905 to work full-time in the suffrage movement, attending the 1906 IWSA conference in Copenhagen, and organizing the massive suffragist "Mud March" in London the following year. Heading in the opposite direction at about the same time, Cambridge-educated Sarojini Naidu left Britain and returned to India. A member of the first-generation university-educated "other" network described above, she worked with Western and Indian women in organizing relief work in Hyderabad in response to the disastrous flooding of the Musi River in 1908.

Like the suffragists, the women involved in international humanitarian activism were pioneers in the techniques of global mass media. The principal tactic of contemporary human rights activists, "naming and shaming," can be traced to the employment of international journalism and photography by transnational activists working in Africa at the turn of the century. With her improvised darkroom and Kodak camera, the Baptist missionary Alice Seeley Harris provided the all-important visual factor that transformed a local tragedy into an international protest against King Leopold and his brutal, slave-based regime in the Congo, arguably the first global human rights campaign.38 Leonard Hobhouse's sister Emily used photography, investigative journalism and the transnational women's philanthropic and educational network to put pressure on Herbert Kitchener, the commander of British forces in the Anglo-Boer War, to close the concentration camps that were at the heart of his containment counter-insurgency strategy. The photographs of emaciated children that illustrated Hobhouse's The Brunt of the War and Where it Fell were the key to turning British and international public opinion against the war and to casting the Boers as comrades in the cause of "subject peoples" of the world.39 Like Pechey, Hobhouse returned to Britain when suffrage activism grew dramatically. She was among the substantial but traditionally discounted segment of the movement that protested Britain's declaration of war in August 1914. Under the signature of 101 prominent suffragists, she published an "Open Christmas Letter to the Women of Germany and Austria" that called upon their "common womanhood" to bring an end to the War, to "own allegiance to that higher law," in spite of their being "technically at enmity in obedience to our rulers."40

Even more widespread were the efforts of suffragists in support of international law and institutions. As interlocutors, theorists, researchers, translators, fundraisers, benefactors, organizers, as supporters in every sense, members of
the women's movement appear throughout the developing discourse of "the gentle civilizer of nations," one of the many phrases used to describe international law in this period that hints at the influence of a gendered politics. I will mention here just three of the areas where the women's movement intersects with prewar international law-making. First, activists poured an enormous amount of labor into the prewar project of disarmament and arbitration of international disputes. At both of The Hague Conventions and at other international peace conferences, women made their voices heard when possible, taking full advantage of their widely accepted claim to maternal expertise in the mechanisms of peaceful mediation. Second, women were very active in the development of international organizations for industrial health and consumer protection. Already leaders in national efforts to regulate working conditions and the safety of consumer goods, women in the prewar movement promoted international standards as the only way to insure compliance in a competitive global market. Finally, international laws against slavery and human trafficking are the most clearly marked by the politics of the transnational women's movement. Women in the movement knew well that abolition of slavery and women's emancipation shared a common political history. They saw their campaign against the "White Slave Trade" as a continuation of this honored crusade. The 1904 International Convention for the Suppression of the White Slave Trade was the culmination of a campaign launched by Josephine Butler decades before, and the men who represented their member states relied upon long-existing women's philanthropic organizations to carry out the reporting, sheltering, and repatriation requirements of the law. Significantly, suffragists dropped the word "White" when reporting on the "Slave Traffic" at their international gatherings. Women of every color were sold, IWSA President Chapman Catt pointed out, by "Slavers" all over the world.  

THE SPIRIT OF INTERNATIONALISM IN THE GLOBAL PRESENT

This unfamiliar story that merges socialism, anticolonial movements, civil rights, and the women's movement doesn't claim, for example, that Jean Jaurès, Aurobindo Ghose, W.E.B. Du Bois, or Carrie Chapman Catt were all part of a conscious and coherent political project. Rather it proposes a kind of history that sees these radicals and others responding to a set of convergent ideals, terms, and images that reverberated in the transnational cultures of London, Calcutta, Tokyo, New York, and other cities connected to electronic media and accelerated transport in the prewar years. Precisely because of the contradictory and inconsistent politics these convergent signals produced,
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this kind of history is closer to capturing the origins of our global community than the tales of rational progress structured by coherent national identities. Like prewar activists, today’s activists find themselves navigating a flood of information and images produced by global media, operating under fluid, often contradictory notions of personal and political identity, and responding to affective signals as often as logical imperatives.

Indeed, the gravitational fields outlined above continue to attract transnational activists, many of whom are elites educated in imperial universities as were their Victorian predecessors. The fundamentally liberal ideal of a stateless community that protects both individual (or sovereign) freedom and social (or global) equality still structures international legal conventions and serves as the starting point for theoretical debates. And in spite of our so-called secular modernity, religious motivation quite clearly still galvanizes a wide range of transnational activism. While the terms “race” and “eugenics” were buried with the noxious twentieth-century politics that employed them, the goals of multiculturalism and best health practices remain. As indeterminate as were the prewar icons, the ideals of “cultural autonomy” and “universal human rights” yield unpredictable and often contradictory results when translated from declarations into the actual practice of political power. Without the opportunity for meaningful participation in the financial, trade, and governing bodies of the international legal regime, activists today increasingly focus on revolutionized daily living. “Be the change you want to see,” chanted the anti-globalization activists in Seattle in 1999 and the Occupy protestors in 2011, as they appealed to a global public through spectacle and propaganda transmitted virtually. Finally, the major targets of international law and humanitarian organizations in the prewar women's movement—human trafficking, child marriage, genital mutilation, violence against women, extreme poverty—have budged very little and remain the focus of international human rights initiatives.

While transnational history offers little to those who like to hear stories about coherent individuals producing unified political movements with logical goals, it does present moments of global conjunction, where the pursuit of freedom and justice brought together people who are not ordinarily grouped in traditional stories of our past: a coalition of Victorian New Women and anarchists working on behalf of victimized immigrants on another continent; prewar Western suffragists claiming alliance with Iranian, Egyptian, and Chinese revolutionaries. These are stories of variable and often wrong-headed activists who tried but mostly failed to institute a new version of the good society, the old version having become alarmingly inadequate. Unlike the heroic tales of national history, they provide a broad, unsettled, and open foundation for our own variable and alarming times.
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